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                    Abstract
A new manually operated pressure driven shock tube is proposed and demonstrated. Shock wave-associated parameters like velocity, Mach number, pressure, and temperature are computed using acoustic method. Experiment involves manually loading train of pressure pulses into a driver tube using a bicycle pump. The high pressure buildup in driver tube ruptures the diaphragm at critical pressure and generates a propagating shock wave in the driven section coupled with sensor section in which a couple of microphones are separated by a fixed distance. The propagating shock wave acoustical profile is recorded and its arrival time lag is measured using sound recording software. In a conventional method, piezo-electric pressure sensors are utilized to measure both pressure and time lag of shock wave between the sensors. In the proposed method, microphones are utilized to measure time lag of shock wave with sampling frequency of 768 KHz using computer supporting audio software. Utilizing time data, the said shock wave parameters are evaluated and reported. The performance of the proposed shock tube is compared with manually operated piston-driven Reddy tube.
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